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Abstract
Monoamine oxidase (MAO), the enzyme responsible for metabolism of monoamine neurotransmitters, has an important role in the brain development and
function, and MAO inhibitors have a range of potential therapeutic uses. We
investigated systematically in vitro effects of pharmacologically different antidepressants and mood stabilizers on MAO activity.
Effects of drugs on the activity of MAO were measured in crude mitochondrial
fraction isolated from cortex of pig brain, when radiolabeled serotonin (for
MAO-A) or phenylethylamine (for MAO-B) was used as substrate. The several
antidepressants and mood stabilizers were compared with effects of well known
MAO inhibitors such as moclobemide, iproniazid, pargyline, and clorgyline.
In general, the effect of tested drugs was found to be inhibitory. The half maximal
inhibitory concentration, parameters of enzyme kinetic, and mechanism of inhibition were determined. MAO-A was inhibited by the following drugs: pargyline >
clorgyline > iproniazid > fluoxetine > desipramine > amitriptyline > imipramine
> citalopram > venlafaxine > reboxetine > olanzapine > mirtazapine > tianeptine
> moclobemide, cocaine >> lithium, valproate. MAO-B was inhibited by the
following drugs: pargyline > clorgyline > iproniazid > fluoxetine > venlafaxine >
amitriptyline > olanzapine > citalopram > desipramine > reboxetine > imipramine
> tianeptine > mirtazapine, cocaine >> moclobemide, lithium, valproate. The
mechanism of inhibition of MAOs by several antidepressants was found various.
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It was concluded that MAO activity is acutely affected by pharmacologically different antidepressants at relatively high drug concentrations; this effect is inhibitory.
There are differences both in inhibitory potency and in mechanism of inhibition
between both several drugs and the two MAO isoforms. While MAO inhibition
is not primary biochemical effect related to their therapeutic action, it can be supposed that decrease of MAO activity may be concerned in some effects of these
drugs on serotonergic, noradrenergic, and dopaminergic neurotransmission.
Abbreviations:
AICc
- Akaike’s information criterion
DALY
- disability adjusted life years
FAD
- flavin adenine dinucleotide
H 2O 2
- hydrogen peroxide
5-HT
- serotonin, 5-hydroxytryptamine
IC50
- half maximal inhibitory concentration
Ki
- dissociation constant of the enzyme-inhibitor complex
Km
- Michaelis constant
MAO
- monoamine oxidase
MAOI
- monoamine oxidase inhibitor
NaSSA
- noradrenergic and specific serotonergic antidepressant
NDRI
- norepinephrine-dopamine reuptake inhibitor
NE
- norepinephrine
NRI
- norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor
PEA
- 2-phenylethylamine
RIMA
- selective reversible MAO-A inhibitor
S
- substrate concentration
SNRI
- serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor
SSRE
- selective serotonin reuptake enhancer
SSRI
- selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
TCA
- tricyclic antidepressant
Vmax
- maximum rate

INTRODUCTION
Depression is a serious mental disorder that manifests with depressed mood,
loss of interest or pleasure, feelings of guilt or low self-worth, disturbed sleep
or appetite, low energy, and poor concentration. The estimated lifetime prevalence of having mood disorders varies from 3.3 to 21.4% in several countries
(Kessler et al. 2007). The World Health Organization currently ranks depression as the leading cause of disability as measured by YLDs (Years Lived with
Disability) and the 4th leading contributor to the global burden of disease
(Disability Adjusted Life Years, DALYs) in 2000. By the year 2020, depression is projected to reach 2nd place of the ranking of DALYs (World Health
Organization Web site. Depression. http://www.who.int/mental_health/management/depression/definition/en/).
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Current antidepressant medications are effective in about 60% of treated
patients (Nelson 1999; Papakostas et al. 2007). All clinically effective antidepressants affect serotonergic and/or noradrenergic signal transduction
pathways (Fišar & Hroudová 2010). Antidepressant medications targeting the
monoamine systems have been available since the late 1950s. The observation
that iproniazid, a drug that effectively blocked monoamine oxidase (MAO)
activity, or imipramine, a tricyclic compound that acted by inhibiting norepinephrine (NE) and serotonin (5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine) reuptake, had
antidepressant effects led to the discovery of other compounds that modulate
the 5-HT and NE neurotransmitter systems and could be used as effective
antidepressants.
Discovery of the first effective antidepressants, monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) and tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), implied hypothesis about
significant role for the biogenic amine, particularly NE and 5-HT in the
ethiopathogenesis of affective disorders. Monoamine hypothesis is an early
milestone in the field of depression (Hindmarch 2002).
The monoamine hypothesis postulates that depression is due to a deficiency
of monoamine neurotransmitters, NE and 5-HT at key sites in the brain.
MAOIs act as antidepressants by blocking of enzyme that degrades monoamine neurotransmitters; TCAs act as antidepressants by blocking membrane
transporters ensuring reuptake of 5-HT or NE, thus causing increased extracellular neurotransmitter concentrations. But the monoamine hypothesis
of depression in itself could neither explain the whole mechanism of action
of antidepressants, nor could it provide an explanation for how monoamine
loss occurs. According to advanced monoamine theory (Meyer et al. 2006),
serotonin or norepinephrine levels in the brain are regulated by monoamine
oxidase type A (MAO-A) activity mainly. During a major depressive episode,
MAO-A density is elevated, resulting in greater metabolism of monoamines
in the brain. However, severity of symptoms of depression is related to
changes in the activity of monoamine transporters in specific brain regions.
So, both MAO-A activity and density of transporters are included in the
pathophysiology of affective disorders.
The antidepressant activity of the TCAs and MAOIs has supported the role
of NE and 5-HT in depression and the mechanism involved in antidepressant
action. The next generation of antidepressants included selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (NRIs),
serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRI), noradrenergic and
specific serotonergic antidepressants (NaSSAs), norepinephrine-dopamine
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reuptake inhibitors (NDRIs), selective serotonin reuptake enhancer (SSRE),
melatonergic agonists etc.
Mood stabilizers are psychiatric medication used in treatment of mood disorders characterized by intense and sustained mood shifts (e.g. bipolar affective
disorder). Most mood stabilizers are anticonvulsants, with the important
exception of lithium, which is the oldest and the best known mood stabilizing
drug. Some atypical antipsychotics have also mood stabilizing effects.
The enzyme monoamine oxidase (MAO; EC1.4.3.4) is a mitochondrial
enzyme, which catalyzes oxidative deamination of biogenic and xenobiotic
monoamines. It regulates the metabolic degradation of catecholamines and
5-HT in neural and other target tissues. Major physiological role of intraneuronal MAO is to keep cytosolic monoamine concentrations very low. MAO
exists in two isoforms that differ in substrate preference, inhibitor specificity,
tissue and cell distribution, and immunological properties. Sequences for
these forms of MAO were appeared in 1988 (Bach et al. 1988). The type A
(MAO-A) metabolizes 5-HT and is sensitive to inhibition by low concentrations of clorgyline, whereas the type B (MAO-B) prefers benzylamine or
2-phenylethylamine (PEA) as substrate and is sensitive to inhibition by low
concentrations of l-deprenyl. Tyramine, tryptamine, dopamine, norepinephrine and epinephrine are equally well oxidized by both isoforms of MAO
(Youdim et al. 2006). The high levels of both forms are found in the brain;
MAO-B is found in dopamine-secreting neurons in the brain.
MAO is located on the outer mitochondrial membrane and is a flavoprotein
that contains the flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) as cofactor. This cofactor
was identified as the site at which irreversible inhibitors of MAO are covalently linked (Youdim & Bakhle 2006; Youdim et al. 2006). Small proportion
of MAO is associated with the microsomal fraction (Gómez et al. 1988). There
are three functionally distinct domains in MAO molecule: substrate domain,
flavin-binding domain, and region that attaches the protein to the mitochondrial membrane (Fowler et al. 2007; Edmondson et al. 2009). Human MAO-A
is a monomer, MAO-B is a dimmer.
Monoamine metabolism by MAO involves oxidative deamination to corresponding aldehyde and free amine. Catalysis in MAO depends on the transfer
of electrons to FAD, and mechanism-based inhibitors, such as the irreversible
antidepressants, modify flavin (Ramsay & Gravestock 2003). The aldehyde
is rapidly metabolized by aldehyde dehydrogenase to acidic metabolites.
Metabolism of monoamines by MAO is the major source of hydrogen perox© 2011 Society of Integrated Sciences, International Medart • http://node.nel.edu
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ide (H2O2) in the brain. Normally the H2O2 is then inactivated by glutathione
peroxidase but it can be converted, chemically, by Fe2+ ions (Fenton reaction)
into the highly reactive hydroxyl radical. This radical has widespread deleterious effects, which can cause neuronal damage and death and may account for
associated health-related problems (Youdim & Bakhle 2006).
MAOs have an important role in brain development and function, and MAOIs
have a range of potential therapeutic uses (Ramsay & Gravestock 2003).
Generally, selective inhibitors of MAO-A and nonselective MAOIs seem to
be effective in the treatment of patients with depression, panic disorder, and
other anxiety disorders (Stahl & Felker 2008). It is supposed that MAO-B inhibition may slow the course of various neurodegenerative disorders; so, selective inhibitors of MAO-B may be efficacious in treating of Parkinson’s disease
(Horstink et al. 2006) and possibly Alzheimer’s disease (Riederer et al. 2004).
MAO-B is the sole type in human platelets and the amino acid sequences of
MAO-B in both platelets and brain are identical (Chen et al. 1993); so, platelet
MAO can be adopted as a useful surrogate model for the study of aspects of
central neuronal function related to monoaminergic neurotransmission (Fišar
& Raboch 2008).
The antidepressant effects of MAO-A inhibition with non-selective inhibitors was already established. Iproniazid became the first MAO inhibitor
that was used successfully in the treatment of depression; it is an irreversible and nonselective MAO inhibitor (Fagervall & Ross 1986). It is known
as a pro-drug and can be converted into isopropyl hydrazine, which binds
covalently to MAO (Smith et al. 1963). Clorgyline is an irreversible inhibitor
preferential for MAO-A, structurally related to pargyline (MAO-B inhibitor).
It has antidepressant activity, and may be potentially useful in the treatment
of Parkinson’s disease. Selegiline (l-deprenyl) is an irreversible inhibitor
preferential for MAO-B; it is used for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease,
depression and senile dementia. Inhibitors of MAO lose their selectivity at
high doses. Moreover, there are feedbacks and interconnections of intracellular signalling pathways that lead to mutual interactions of monoaminergic
systems (Fišar & Hroudová 2010). Therefore, inhibiting of MAO-B should
influence processes mediated primarily by substrates for MAO-A, and vice
versa. The main disadvantage was the incidence of the cheese reaction with
those early inhibitors (Youdim & Bakhle 2006).
The selective reversible MAO-A inhibitors (RIMA), such as moclobemide,
increase the quantity of serotonin, norepinephrine and dopamine in the brain
(Haefely et al. 1992) but do not provoke the cheese reaction. Moclobemide has
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been extensively evaluated in the treatment of a wide spectrum of depressive
disorders and social phobia. Generally, moclobemide appears to be safe and
devoid of major side effects, although it is considered as a mild antidepressant,
better tolerated by older patients (Lecrubier 1990, 1994; Iwersen & Schmoldt
1996; Lotufo-Neto et al. 1999; Madger et al. 2000; Bonnet 2003; Praško et
al. 2006). Moclobemide undergoes extensive metabolism with less than 1%
of the dose being excreted unchanged. Metabolic pathways of moclobemide
include mainly oxidative attack on the morpholine moiety (Jauch et al. 1990).
However, major metabolites in plasma were found to be less effective MAO-A
inhibitors than moclobemide or pharmacologically inactive (Da Prada et al.
1989; Baker et al. 1999).
MAO inhibitors were developed as antidepressants but many drugs, including
the oxazolidinone antibacterial agents, share similar molecular properties and
have MAO inhibitory activity. These compounds were of interest as potential
antidepressants because they could be selective inhibitors of either A or B
isoforms and were usually reversible (Ramsay & Gravestock 2003).
Antidepressants, which act primarily as serotonin and/or norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitors, show inhibitory activity towards MAO also. It has been
suggested that tricyclic antidepressants exert some of their therapeutic effect
by inhibiting MAO (Reyes & Lisansky 1984). It was described that they are
able to inhibit MAO-B both in vitro (Roth & Gillis 1974; Edwards & Burns
1974) and in vivo (Sullivan et al. 1977, 1978). However, in vivo inhibition of
the human platelet MAO-B in patients taking tricyclic antidepressants was
not confirmed by others (Davidson et al. 1978; Reveley et al. 1979). Five TCAs,
amitriptyline, clomipramine, desipramine, imipramine and iprindole, have
comparable potencies as inhibitors of monoamine oxidase in rodent brain
and liver (Green & McGachy 1987). These antidepressants have been shown to
partially protect mouse brain monoamine oxidase in vivo from the irreversible
enzyme inhibition produced by subsequent injection of phenelzine (Green et
al. 1989). TCAs concentrations, which showed a pronounced inhibitory effect
on the MAOs activity, were significantly higher than plasma levels of the drug
found under therapeutic conditions (Honecker et al. 1976; Nag 2004). MAOs
activity was inhibited after long-term administration of viloxazine, nomifensine, zimelidine, maprotiline, imipramine, amitriptyline, and nortriptyline
in systematic studies of Egashira et al. (1996, 1999). Competitive inhibition
of MAO-A and non-competitive inhibition of MAO-B was found for these
drugs. Similar results were obtained when different TCAs and SSRIs were
examined with isolated rat brain mitochondria (Gnerre et al. 2001). Fluoxetine
and norfluoxetine showed affinities both for MAO-A (Mukherjee & Yang
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1999) and MAO-B (Mukherjee & Yang 1997). Fluoxetine and norfluoxetine
also significantly inhibited the binding of the specific radioligands to MAOs
in vivo. These results support a potential role of MAO inhibition in the therapeutic effects of fluoxetine.
Effect of mood stabilizers (carbamazepine, divalproex, lamotrigine, lithium,
or an atypical antipsychotic) on monoaminergic activity was studied too
(Redrobe & Bourin 1999; Chen & Chen 2007). There are most data about
effects of lithium. Lithium enhances the antidepressant effect both of MAOIs
and inhibitors of the reuptake of serotonin and/or norepinephrine (Magder
et al. 2000; Nierenberg et al. 2006; Kitaichi et al. 2006). The mode of action
for the lithium augmentation of antidepressants is partly mediated by an
increase of 5-HT neurotransmission (Redrobe & Bourin 1999; Haddjeri et al.
2000; Muraki et al. 2001). However, lithium could neither inhibit MAO-A or
MAO-B in the mitochondrial fraction of rat brain (Nag 2004). Unipolar and
bipolar depressive patients showed significantly higher platelet MAO activity
than controls, but there was no significant change in activity after the institution of lithium treatment (Reveley et al. 1981).
Incomplete data exist on the effect of pharmacologically different antidepressants and mood stabilizers on MAO activity. The present study was designed
to analyze effects of pharmacologically different antidepressants (desipramine,
amitriptyline, imipramine, fluoxetine, citalopram, venlafaxine, reboxetine,
mirtazapine, tianeptine, moclobemide), and mood stabilizers (lithium,
valproate, olanzapine) on MAO activity. The in vitro effects of these drugs
on MAO activities in mitochondria isolated from pig brains were examined.
Brain mitochondria were assayed for MAO-A and MAO-B using 5-HT and
PEA as substrates. One way to determine an inhibitory effect of a drug is to
measure enzyme rate at a single concentration of substrate with varying drug
concentrations to determine the dissociation constant of the enzyme-inhibitor
complex (Ki). Another experimental design is to measure enzyme rate at a
variety of substrate concentrations in the presence and absence of an inhibitor
to determine the mechanism of inhibition.

MATERIAL & METHODS
Pig brain mitochondria isolation
Fresh pig brains were obtained from slaughter-house and immediately placed
to ice-cold buffered sucrose (0.32 mol/l sucrose, 4 mmol/l HEPES; pH 7.4).
All subsequent procedures were performed at 0–4 °C. Brain cortex was
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separated without cerebellum, gently homogenized in ten volumes (w/v) of
ice-cold 0.32 mol/l buffered sucrose supplemented with aprotinin (competitive serine protease inhibitor), by means of a homogenizer with Teflon piston.
Mitochondria were prepared by a standard differential centrifugation method
(Whittaker 1969). Briefly, the homogenate was centrifuged at 1 000 g for 10
min to remove unbroken cells, nuclei and cell debris. The supernatant was
carefully decanted; the pellet was resuspended in buffered sucrose and centrifuged again under the same conditions. Supernatants were collected and
recentrifuged at 10 000 g for 15 min. The final pellet containing mitochondria
was rinsed twice with buffered sucrose (10 000 g, 15 min), resuspended to a
protein concentration of 20–40 mg/ml, and stored at –70 °C until the assays.
Protein concentration was determined by the method of Lowry et al. (1951),
with bovine serum albumin as the standard.
Measurement of MAO activity
MAOs activity was determined radiochemically (Ekstedt 1976; Egashira et al.
1978; Ozaita et al. 1997; Egashira et al. 1999) with either [14C]5-HT (maximum
concentration 100 μmol/l) or [14C]PEA (maximum concentration 10 μmol/l)
as substrates. At such concentrations these amines have been shown to behave
as specific substrates for A and B isoforms of MAO, respectively (Fowler &
Tipton 1981; Youdim et al. 2006).
Mitochondria were diluted in modified Krebs-Henseleit buffer without
Ca2+ (KH solution; 118 mmol/l NaCl, 4.7 mmol/l KCl, 1.2 mmol/l KH2PO4,
1.2 mmol/l MgSO4, 25 mmol/l NaHCO3, 11.1 mmol/l glucose; pH 7.4). The
reaction mixture containing the crude MAO and various drug concentrations
was preincubated for 60 min at 37 °C. Reaction was started by addition of
radiolabeled substrate and MAO activity was measured at 37 °C for 30 min for
MAO-A and for 1 min for MAO-B.
MAO-A activity was measured using [14C]5-HT solution with specific activity of approximately 40 kBq/ml, which was prepared by mixing of [14C]5-HT
stock solution (5-hydroxytryptamine binoxalate 5-[2-14C], specific activity of
1.85 GBq/mmol, radioactive concentration 3.7 MBq/ml, radiochemical purity
greater than 99%, American Radiolabeled Chemicals, Inc., St. Louis, MO,
USA) with KH buffer and unlabeled (cold) serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine
hydrochloride, Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA).
MAO-B activity was measured using [14C]PEA solution with specific activity
of approximately 40 kBq/ml, which was prepared by mixing of [14C]PEA stock
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solution (2-phenylethylamine [ethyl-1-14C] hydrochloride, specific activity
of 2.03 GBq/mmol, radioactive concentration 3.7 MBq/ml, radiochemical
purity greater than 99%; American Radiolabeled Chemicals) with unlabeled
PEA (2-phenylethylamine hydrochloride; Sigma-Aldrich Co.) solution in KH
buffer.
The final sample volume was 250 μl containing 200 μg of protein. The reaction
was stopped by the addition of 250 μl of 2 N hydrochloric acid. The reaction
products, i.e. the corresponding aldehydes of 5-HT and PEA after oxidative
deamination, were extracted into benzene:ethyl acetate 1:1 (v/v) and the radioactivity of the extracts in the organic phase were measured by liquid scintillation counting. Both MAO assays were performed over times where product
formation was shown to proceed linearly under the condition used so that the
obtained values corresponded to the initial velocities of the enzyme-catalyzed
reaction.
Since some drugs are poorly soluble in aqueous media, they were sonicated
in KH solution to obtain homogenous suspension. Iproniazid was used in
the form of phosphate salt; clorgyline and pargyline were used in the form of
hydrochlorides (all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co.).
Inhibition of MAO-A and MAO-B activities
Dependence of MAO activity on drug concentration was measured at different final concentrations (at least 7 concentrations). The effects of desipramine,
amitriptyline, imipramine, fluoxetine, citalopram, venlafaxine, reboxetine,
mirtazapine, tianeptine, moclobemide, lithium, valproate, olanzapine, iproniazid, pargyline, clorgyline, and cocaine were examined. Blank values were
obtained by addition of the hydrochloric acid before the substrate was added.
MAO-A activity was measured using 16 μmol/l [14C]5-HT solution. The final
[14C]5-HT concentration in samples was 3.2 μmol/l. MAO-B activity was measured using 50 μmol/l [14C]PEA solution. The final [14C]PEA concentration in
samples was 10 μmol/l. The remaining MAO-A and MAO-B activities were
expressed as portions of control basal activity and plotted as a function of the
drug concentration. The reversibility of the inhibition of MAO by drugs was
proven using the dilution method (Ulus et al. 2000).
Determination of enzyme kinetic parameters
Steady-state kinetic constants (Km, Michaelis constant and Vmax, maximum
rate) were determined from studies of the effects of substrate concentration on
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the initial reaction rate of MAO-A or MAO-B in the absence of drugs and in
the presence of different concentrations of drugs.
Kinetic constants for MAO-A were assessed with seven different concentrations of [14C]5-HT (5, 8, 10, 12.5, 25, 50, 100 μmol/l) using aliquots of 250 μmol/l
[14C]5-HT solution. Blank values were obtained by the addition of 100 μmol/l
clorgyline before the substrate was added.
Similarly, kinetic constants for MAO-B were determined with seven different
concentrations of [14C]PEA (0.5, 0.8, 1, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10 μmol/l) using aliquots
of 25 μmol/l [14C]PEA solution. Blank values were obtained by the addition of
1 μmol/l pargyline before the substrate was added.
Data analysis
Inhibition of MAO activity by drugs was analyzed using the four-parameter
logistic function (SigmaPlot, Systat Software. Inc., Richmond, CA, USA), to
establish the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) and Hill slope
(coefficient). Hill slope characterizes the slope of the curve at its midpoint
and it is used in determining the degree of cooperativity of the ligand binding
to the enzyme. IC50 represents the concentration of a drug that is required
for 50% inhibition of enzymic reaction at a specific substrate concentration.
IC50 values are dependent on conditions under which they are measured; so,
data obtained are valid for existing enzyme concentration and type of inhibition. Because inhibitory potency is related to the dissociation constant of the
enzyme-inhibitor complex (Ki, the reciprocal of the binding affinity of the
inhibitor to the enzyme) this parameter can be a predictor of in vivo inhibitory
potency. The analysis shown that Ki is equal to IC50 under conditions of either
non-competitive or uncompetitive kinetics; however, Ki does not equal IC50
when competitive inhibition kinetics applies (Cheng & Prusoff 1973). IC50 and
Ki can be related to competitive reversible inhibitor of monosubstrate reaction
by Cheng-Prusoff equation:
Ki = IC50/(1+S/Km)
where S is substrate concentration.
The MAO activity obeyed simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics with maximum
rate Vmax, and Michaelis constant Km (numerically equal to the substrate
concentration required at rate of Vmax/2). Different effects of the inhibitor on
Vmax and Km result from its binding to the enzyme, to the enzyme-substrate
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complex, or to both. Reversible enzyme inhibitors can be classified as competitive, non-competitive, uncompetitive, or mixed. We used nonlinear regression
(SigmaPlot with Enzyme Kinetics Module) to calculate parameters Vmax, KM,
and to determine the mechanism of inhibition. Akaike’s information criterion
(Akaike 1974) with a second order correction for small sample sizes (AICc)
was used as a tool for model selection, i.e. as a measure of the goodness of fit
of an estimated type of inhibition.

RESULTS
The effects of antidepressants (desipramine, amitriptyline, imipramine, fluoxetine, citalopram, venlafaxine, reboxetine, mirtazapine, tianeptine, moclobemide) an mood stabilizers (lithium, valproate, olanzapine) on MAOs activity
and nature of the interaction in pig brain mitochondria were assessed in
comparison with iproniazid, pargyline, clorgyline, and cocaine. As was to be
expected, the mitochondria treatment with iproniazid, pargyline or clorgyline
resulted in decrease of the MAOs activity at nanomolar to micromolar drug
concentrations (Figures 1C, 2C). IC50 values were determined by analyzing
dose-response curves of the MAO activity against the drug concentration. It
must be noted that irreversible inhibitors (iproniazid, pargyline, clorgyline)
display time-dependent inhibition and their potency cannot be correctly
characterized by IC50 value.
Potency of tested drug in inhibiting MAO-A activity is summarized in the
Table 1. Most of the drugs were relatively potent in inhibiting MAO-A activity, whereas MAO-A was not fully inhibited at both high mirtazapine and
olanzapine concentrations (lower efficacy). The residual activities of MAO-A
were about 21.9%, and 29.1% with mirtazapine and olanzapine, respectively
(Figure 1). Amitriptyline, imipramine, fluoxetine, mirtazapine and tianeptine displayed positive cooperativity of the binding to MAO-A. Venlafaxine,
moclobemide and olanzapine displayed negative cooperativity. A Hill coefficient of 1 indicates completely independent binding for desipramine, citalopram and reboxetine.
The effects of the same drugs were also evaluated on pig brain mitochondrial
MAO-B activity using PEA as substrate (Table 2). Most of drugs were relatively potent in inhibiting MAO-B activity. Similarly to MAO-A, MAO-B was
not fully inhibited at both high mirtazapine and olanzapine concentrations;
however, lower efficacy of inhibition was found for venlafaxine, amitriptyline and reboxetine too. The residual activities of MAO-B were about 29.0%,
32.2%, 58.5%, 17.3% and 39.9% with venlafaxine, amitriptyline, olanzapine,
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Fig. 1. Inhibition of basal MAO-A activity by antidepressants in crude mitochondrial fraction isolated
from cortex of pig brain. Dose-response curves are displayed as plots of the initial activity of
MAO-A against the antidepressant concentration. The samples were incubated with drugs at 37 °C
for 60 minutes and the reaction was started by the addition of 3.2 μmol/l [14C]serotonin. Following
incubation at 37 °C for 30 minutes, the reaction was stopped by the addition of hydrochloric
acid. The samples were measured in doublets and blank values were deducted. Median effective
concentrations (IC50) were calculated using nonlinear regression analysis software (Table 1). Values
are means ± standard deviation. Lines represent the best fitted curves using the four-parameter
logistic function.
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Fig. 2. Inhibition of basal MAO-B activity by antidepressants in crude mitochondrial fraction isolated
from cortex of pig brain. Dose-response curves are displayed as plots of the initial activity of
MAO-B against the antidepressant concentration. The samples were incubated with drugs at 37 °C
for 60 minutes and the reaction was started by the addition of 10 μmol/l [14C]phenylethylamine.
Following incubation at 37 °C for 1 minute, the reaction was stopped by the addition of
hydrochloric acid. The samples were measured in doublets and blank values were deducted.
Median effective concentrations (IC50) were calculated using nonlinear regression analysis software
(Table 2). Values are means ± standard deviation. Lines represent the best fitted curves using the
four-parameter logistic function.
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reboxetine and mirtazapine, respectively (Figure 2). Fluoxetine, venlafaxine,
amitriptyline and tianeptine displayed positive cooperativity of the binding to
MAO-B; olanzapine displayed negative cooperativity.
Lithium and valproate are very weak inhibitors of both isoforms of MAO.
Moclobemide does not inhibit MAO-B and it is weak in vitro inhibitor of
MAO-A.
Isothermal saturation curves for MAOs were measured following incubation
of mitochondria with different concentrations of radiolabeled substrates
and kinetic parameters of MAOs activity were calculated using nonlinear
regression analysis (SigmaPlot with Enzyme Kinetics Module). Kinetic
parameters of MAO activity in pig brain crude mitochondrial fraction
towards 5-HT as substrate demonstrated Vmax = 24.8 ± 5.3 pmol/(min · mg
protein), Km = 6.7 ± 2.3 μmol/l, and Vmax/Km = 3.89 ± 0.68 10–6 · l/(min · mg
protein) (mean ± SD, N = 15). Kinetic parameters of MAO activity towards
PEA as substrate were calculated Vmax = 474 ± 79 pmol/(min · mg protein),
Km = 0.43 ± 0.14 μmol/l , and Vmax/Km = 1182 ± 276 10–6 · l/(min · mg protein)
(mean ± SD, N = 14).
To determine the mechanism of MAO inhibition by the antidepressants
and mood stabilizers, the effects of various concentrations of these drugs on
MAO kinetic were studied. Enzyme kinetic equations for competitive, noncompetitive, uncompetitive and mixed inhibition type were tested and the
best model was chosen.
When the kinetics of the interactions of drugs with the enzyme were assessed,
SigmaPlot calculation of MAO-A kinetics confirmed that the interaction was
competitive for moclobemide and olanzapine only (i.e. apparent increases in
Km values with no changes in Vmax values in the presence of the inhibitor),
non-competitive for fluoxetine, citalopram, venlafaxine, reboxetine and mirtazapine (i.e. apparent decreases in Vmax values with no changes in Km values
in the presence of the inhibitor), mixed for desipramine, imipramine and
amitriptyline (i.e. apparent decreases in Vmax values with the change in Km
values in the presence of the inhibitor), and uncompetitive for tianeptine (i.e.
apparent decreases in Vmax values with decrease in Km values in the presence
of the inhibitor) (Table 1).
The effects of the same drugs also were evaluated on kinetic parameters of pig
brain mitochondrial MAO-B activity. SigmaPlot calculation of MAO-B kinetics confirmed that the interaction was non-competitive for olanzapine and
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mirtazapine, mixed for fluoxetine, amitriptyline, desipramine, imipramine
and reboxetine, and uncompetitive for venlafaxine, citalopram and tianeptine
(Table 2).
Both lithium and valproate are very weak MAOIs; mechanism of MAO-A
or MAO-B inhibition at very high drug concentrations appears to be noncompetitive. Cocaine is weak MAOs inhibitor with mixed type of inhibition.
Competitive inhibition of MAOs by drugs means that their inhibition constants Ki must be calculated using Cheng-Prusoff equation; however, Ki is equal
to IC50 (see the Tables 1 and 2) under conditions of either non-competitive or
uncompetitive kinetics.

Tab. 1. Inhibition of MAO-A activity in brain crude mitochondrial fraction.
IC50
μmol/l

Hill slope

Fluoxetine

16.8 ± 1.0

1.38 ± 0.10

Non-competitive

5

Desipramine

29.2 ± 2.8

1.00 ± 0.09

Mixed

7

Amitriptyline

38.2 ± 2.9

1.31 ± 0.11

Mixed

8

Imipramine

50.5 ± 3.5

1.37 ± 0.10

Mixed

6

Mechanism of inhibition N

Citalopram

55.0 ± 5.4

1.03 ± 0.09

Non-competitive

8

Venlafaxine

83.5 ± 12.6

0.75 ± 0.08

Non-competitive

8

Reboxetine

197 ± 23

1.12 ± 0.13

Non-competitive

7

Olanzapine

212 ± 71

0.62 ± 0.10

Competitive

5

Mirtazapine

235 ± 30

1.33 ± 0.21

Non-competitive

9

Tianeptine

469 ± 39

1.65 ± 0.17

Uncompetitive

7

1105 ± 101

0.77 ± 0.05

Competitive

10

Moclobemide
Lithium

>10000

6

Valproate

>10000

6

Pargyline

0.01152 ± 0.00067

1.68 ± 0.18

Irreversible

12

Clorgyline

0.347 ± 0.041

1.12 ± 0.13

Irreversible

14

Iproniazid

1.55 ± 0.12

1.16 ± 0.10

Irreversible

16

Cocaine

1060 ± 105

0.993 ± 0.084

Mixed

8

The samples were incubated with drugs at 37 °C for 60 minutes and the reaction was started by addition of 3.2 μmol/l
[14C]serotonin; following incubation at 37 °C for 30 minutes, the reaction was stopped by addition of hydrochloric
acid. The samples were measured in doublets and blank values were deducted.
Values are means ± standard deviation. IC50 = drug concentration that is required for 50% inhibition of enzyme
activity; Hill slope = describes the cooperativity of the drug binding; N = number of measurements.
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Tab. 2. Inhibition of MAO-B activity in brain crude mitochondrial fraction.
IC50
μmol/l

Hill slope

Fluoxetine

35.7 ± 3.1

1.23 ± 0.12

Mixed

4

Venlafaxine

48.0 ± 4.8

1.26 ± 0.13

Uncompetitive

10

Amitriptyline

Mechanism of inhibition

N

72.1 ± 8.0

1.41 ± 0.19

Mixed

8

Olanzapine

79 ± 44

0.66 ± 0.21

Non-competitive

9

Citalopram

110 ± 11

0.975 ± 0.089

Uncompetitive

5

Desipramine

140 ± 18

0.859 ± 0.085

Mixed

7

Reboxetine

364 ± 81

0.93 ± 0.14

Mixed

7

Imipramine

452 ± 51

1.006 ± 0.098

Mixed

5

Tianeptine

526 ± 34

1.65 ± 0.14

Uncompetitive

7

546 ± 108

0.83 ± 0.12

Non-competitive

15

Mirtazapine
Moclobemide

>10000

7

Lithium

>10000

6

Valproate

>10000

Pargyline

0.00820 ± 0.00033

6
1.311 ± 0.057

Irreversible

11

Clorgyline

0.346 ± 0.019

1.118 ± 0.065

Irreversible

6

Iproniazid

1.210 ± 0.067

1.156 ± 0.064

Irreversible

10

543 ± 231

0.77 ± 0.20

Mixed

6

Cocaine

The samples were incubated with drugs at 37 °C for 60 minutes and the reaction was started by addition of 10
μmol/l [14C]phenylethylamine; following incubation at 37 °C for 1 minute, the reaction was stopped by addition of
hydrochloric acid.
The samples were measured in doublets and blank values were deducted.
Values are means ± standard deviation. IC50 = drug concentration that is required for 50% inhibition of enzyme
activity; Hill slope = describes the cooperativity of the drug binding; N = number of measurements.

DISCUSSION
The current study demonstrates that pharmacologically different antidepressants can inhibit MAO activity in mitochondrial preparations from brain tissue,
modulating the monoaminergic systems in this way. Experimental conditions
of the present study, use of the selective substrates 5-HT for MAO-A and PEA
for MAO-B, allowed the inhibitory effects and mechanism of the interactions
of antidepressants on the two MAO isoforms to be evaluated separately. The
potency, isoenzymes selectivity and mechanism of inhibition of representative
antidepressants and mood stabilizers towards pig brain MAO were assessed.
Enzyme inhibition represents one of the most common strategies in the development of therapeutic drug candidates. Estimation of an enzyme inhibitor
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binding affinity is an important step in predicting in vivo potency, selectivity,
and potential for metabolic interactions. The reliability of Ki as an indicator
of in vivo potency and selectivity is obviously dependent on the accuracy and
precision of its in vitro estimation. Hypothesis was tested that the pharmacologically different antidepressants or mood stabilizers could act, at least in
part, by inhibition of MAO.
Our study confirmed and extended previous results (Edwards & Burns 1974;
Green & McGachy 1987; Reid et al. 1988; Egashira et al. 1996, 1999; Gnerre et
al. 2001) that antidepressant drugs of various pharmacological classes (TCA,
SSRI, NRI, SNRI, NaSSA, NDRI, SSRE) show inhibitory effects on MAOs. All
tested antidepressants and mood stabilizers, except for venlafaxine and olanzapine, were more potent inhibitors of MAO-A than MAO-B (ratio of IC50 for
MAO-A to IC50 for MAO-B was lower than 0.1 for moclobemide, and varied
from 0.11 for imipramine to 0.89 for tianeptine). Different IC50 or Ki values and
mechanisms of inhibition by specific antidepressant were described in various
studies; it could be explained both by different experimental conditions and
by diverse data evaluation techniques. In accordance with previous studies
(Mukherjee & Yang 1997, 1999; Gnerre et al. 2001) we found lower affinity of
citalopram for MAOs compared to fluoxetine. We observed that olanzapine
(antipsychotic and mood stabilizing drug) exhibit similar inhibitory effect
on MAOs as antidepressants. Direct in vitro inhibitory effect of lithium and
valproate was confirmed to be insignificant (Nag 2004).
We established that moclobemide is a relatively weak MAO-A inhibitor in
vitro; the dissociation constant of the enzyme-inhibitor complex was found in
the range of hundreds of μmol/l (Kettler et al. 1990; Cesura et al. 1992). In spite
of its weak MAO-A inhibition in vitro, moclobemide is a potent inhibitor of
MAO-A in vivo (Burkard et al. 1989; Da Prada et al. 1990); plasma concentrations associated with 50% of maximum enzyme activity were found about of
one μmol/l (Holford et al. 1994; Guentert et al. 1995). This discrepancy suggested that the compound might be converted in vivo to an active form (Kettler
et al. 1990). Reversibility of MAO-A inhibition was demonstrated in vitro as
well as in vivo (Haefely et al. 1993). In vitro investigations of kinetics of inhibition of MAO-A by moclobemide have shown that inhibition is time-dependent. Initially, the inhibition is competitive, changing gradually to become
non-competitive (Cesura et al. 1992; Nair et al. 1993). We observed competitive inhibition of MAO-A by moclobemide in our experimental conditions.
In the present study all drugs tested inhibited MAOs at higher concentrations.
These concentrations were much higher than therapeutically active plasma
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concentrations of antidepressants in vivo. However, there is accumulation of
psychotropic drugs in the brain and the brain levels of antidepressants are a
reflection not only of their plasma concentrations, but also of their distribution between plasma and red blood cells (Fišar et al. 1996; Fišar et al. 2006).
E.g. the apparent concentration of fluoxetine in brain relative to plasma was
found 20:1. The brain concentrations of fluoxetine/norfluoxetine were found
to reach for up to 35 μmol/l (Karson et al. 1993). It has also been shown that
fluoxetine is present in subcellular components of the rodent brain, including
mitochondria and synaptosomes (Caccia et al. 1990). Thus, with high subcellular concentrations and micromolar affinities for MAO, fluoxetine has the
potential to exert a significant inhibitory effect on the enzyme. Consequently,
the possibility cannot be excluded that MAO activity is affected due to long
lasting action of amphiphilic antidepressants and their accumulation in mitochondrial membrane during chronic treatment.
Since MAO is embedded in the outer mitochondrial membrane, lipid-protein
interactions play a role in the functional properties of MAOs (Huang &
Faulkner 1981; Fowler et al. 2007), and antidepressants are capable of changing membrane fluidity, it can be speculated about a role of accumulation of
antidepressants in the lipid bilayer related to their effect on MAO activity.
However, some data indicate that fluidity modulation is not the cause of MAO
inhibition (Muriel & Pérez-Rojas 2003).
The analysis showed that mechanism of inhibition of MAOs by antidepressants may differ with respect both to different drug molecules and to MAO
substrates. Competitive inhibition was found for moclobemide and olanzapine only when 5-HT was used as substrate. Competitive inhibition would be
consistent with drug binding to the active sites of the MAO-A. Desipramine,
amitriptyline, imipramine, mirtazapine and tianeptine retain the same
mechanism of inhibition for both MAO-A and MAO-B.
Inhibitory and kinetic parameters calculated in this paper result from total
concentrations of drugs added to crude brain mitochondrial fraction. Situation
in various tissues in vivo may be different from our experimental conditions.
This was reason why the effects of commonly used antidepressants and mood
stabilizers on MAOs activity were compared with effects of well-known MAO
inhibitors such as iproniazid, pargyline and clorgyline. The results shown
that all tested antidepressants are much weaker MAOs inhibitors compared
to those irreversible MAOIs. Contrary, cocaine, which significantly raises the
amount of extraneuronal dopamine and serotonin in the brain, although is
not antidepressant, is very weak inhibitor of MAOs.
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It was suggested that inhibition of brain MAO could contribute to slowing,
halting and maybe reversing of neurodegeneration (e.g. in dopaminergic
neurons), which was initiated by oxidative stress (Youdim et al. 2006).
Neuroprotection has been uncovered as common effect of long-term treatment of mood disorders and Parkinson’s disease with different antidepressants, mood stabilizers and antipsychotics. The molecular mechanism of
neuroprotection is still unclear; however, it is obvious that reduction of local
oxidative stress is a major component, and MAO inhibition participates in this
reduction.
An unanswered question in the field pharmacotherapy of mental disorders
remains why some individuals are more vulnerable than others to substance
use disorders or to therapeutic effects of psychotropic drugs. Differences both
in drug metabolism and in activity of neurotransmitter systems are included
in interindividual differences in response to drug treatment. Antidepressants
and other widely used drugs are also unlabeled MAO inhibitors. Exact
physiological role of MAO inhibition by tested antidepressants (except for
moclobemide) is unknown; however, the effects of drugs on MAO activity may
contribute to their modulation of monoamine neurotransmission in the brain.
It can be speculated that inhibition of MAO by pharmacologically different
antidepressants could contribute to the regulation of mood and emotions or
to the interindividual differences in the drug response.
Generally, pharmacologically different antidepressants were found to be
rather weak MAO inhibitors. There is evident discrimination both among
several drugs and the two MAO isoforms. Because in vitro inhibition of
MAOs by antidepressants was demonstrated and there is drug accumulation
in the brain tissue, hypothesis was supported that in vivo inhibition of MAO
by pharmacologically different antidepressants would amplify their effects on
serotonergic, noradrenergic and dopaminergic neurotransmission. Although
it is always difficult to extrapolate from in vitro studies to the clinical reality,
the present results suggest that inhibitory effect of antidepressants on MAO
activity can not be neglected.
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